Scalar Cryptography Instruction Set Extension Group Names Diagram

- **Zk**
  - Group of instructions/CSRs defined in the cryptographic extensions chapter

- **Zbk**
  - Group of instructions defined in the bit-manipulation extensions chapter, used for cryptography

- **Zkt**
  - Timing behavior restricted for additional listed instructions (those not in any Zk* or Zbk* group)

- **Zks**
  - Alias for naming a group comprising multiple smaller instruction groups commonly used together

- **Zksed**
- **Zks**
- **Zksh**

- **Zkn**
  - Unnamed group of related instructions

- **Zkne**
- **Zknh**
- **Zknd**

- **Zkb**
  - Instructions instantiated using a Zk* or Zbk* group are defined as having data-independent timing; therefore, they need not be listed in Zkt

- **Zkbx**
- **Zbkc**

- **Zkr**
- **Zkt**